What is the Automatic Chef?
Automatic Chef (patent pending) is a portable, adjustable campfire grill, with rotisserie mechanism, that can be utilized while enjoying time outdoors.

Why do you need the Automatic Chef?
When grilling food over an open fire, the heat source is not as even and controlled as when using an indoor grilling appliance. Hot spots will unevenly cook the food and it can be burnt in one place, while it is still raw in another. Food must be continuously rotated in order to create a completely cooked, edible, appetizing meal. Someone must constantly tend to the grill and manually rotate the food. The cooking process requires at least one individual’s complete attention.

How does the Automatic Chef Work?
With the Automatic Chef, there is no need to continuously rotate the food in order to fully cook the meal, and while the fire should not be left unattended, there is no need to give the cooking process one’s complete attention.

Ensuring easy set up at any outdoor location, the Automatic Chef base’s anchoring pin is simply inserted into the ground near the campfire or fire pit.

To adjust the grill height, you simply pull up or down on the handle located at the opposite end of the cable, enabling you to accurately position the grill over the fire. The Automatic Chef can also be swiveled to the left or right when needed to access your food safely and easily.

Constructed from carbon and stainless steel, the Automatic Chef is designed to stand up to all elements associated with outdoor cooking.

After the Automatic Chef is disassembled, all parts are conveniently stored in an easy to transport, compact, compartmentalized carrying case, making this portable, adjustable campfire grill easy to assemble at a variety of outdoor locations.
Quick Assembly Instructions

**Step 1)** Open the compact plastic carry case containing your Automatic Chef (patent pending).

**Step 2)** Install two (2) “D” batteries (sold separately) into the ROTISSERIE MECHANISM.

**Step 3)** Tightly screw the two pieces of the GUIDE PIN together and pound into the ground.

**Step 4)** Connect the straight pipes together to form the BASE. Slide BASE PIPES over GUIDE PIN.

**Step 5)** Slide the GRILL HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT HANDLE over the BASE PIPES.

**Step 6)** Slide SHOULDER onto BASE PIPE.

**Step 7)** Connect ROTISSERIE MOTOR to PIPE ADJUSTMENT CABLE.

**Step 8)** Attach GRILL Cables to ROTISSERIE MOTOR.

**Step 9)** ENJOY Your Automatic Chef meal and cooking experience.

- Rotisserie motor continuously rotates food for even cooking.
- Quickly adjust the grill to an ideal height.
- Swivels away from the fire for easy access to food.
- Easy setup and disassembly.
- Extendable arm keeps you safe and out of the fire.
- Large 22” folding grill surface.
- Durable steel construction.